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PTTCL Vision / Mission / Core Value
Vision: To be the Leader of International Oil Company in Cambodia
Mission: Creating long term business value by conduction fully oil integrated distribution chain both retail & commercial market and balancing retail & commercial market
and balancing stakeholders’ satisfaction for sustainable future.
Core Value: (SPIRIT) - Synergy Performance Excellence Innovation Responsibility Integrity and Ethics Trust & Respect
Our Story
PTT (CAMBODIA) LIMITED (PTTCL) is a Thailand - Based petroleum company and wholly owned subsidiary of PTT Public Company Limited.
The Company, at first appearance, found as PTT Representative Office in 1995 and then established PTT (Cambodia) Limited "PTTCL in 2000, registered under the law of
Kingdom of Cambodia.
Background
PTTCL, at Cambodia work very close cooperation with local oil companies, communities, and government agencies under the strong supports from its parent company, PTT
Public Company Limited in Thailand.
Through the big-long-strong efforts in many years, starting up from a small registered capital, very few local staff, and facing tough competitors, and the powerful local oil
companies,
PTTCL has however expanded its oil businesses activities and gradually obtained the remarkable market shares amongst the international oil companies since 2005.

To retain its market positioning and improving business management to become the regional top brand, in additional to current oil distributions, operations, sales and
marketing including aviation fuel supply, bunkerage and commercial market,
PTTCL has recently set up its retail network business through partnership with local investors and providing non-oil businesses, which is included convenience stores and
Cafe Amazon branches to makeup in PTT Lifestyle services stations.
All PTT service stations offer a one-stop-shop concept and complementing amenities that provide comfort for all kinds of travelers and motorists alike and the stations
follow international safety standards in service station design and adopt the same unique Thai Image that PTT has always been associated with.
At retail marketing, the group distributes environment friendly, high-octane fuels and international quality lubricants through PTT service stations, located in main cities,
which are designed to optimize customer satisfaction.
PTTCL believes in satisfying its customers and offers a uniquely Thai-Inspired customer service orientation in PTT Service stations
Quality Assurance
PTTCL is now holding two certificates of the Quality Management System (ISO9001:2008) and Operational, Safety & Health Management Assessment Series (BS
OHSAS18001:2007), which is marking the first company of PTT Subsidiaries in oversea to win this international accreditation.
Since November 22, 2001, PTTCL has been awarded the fourth consecutive 3 year-term certificate of ISO 9001 and the second consecutive 3 year-term certificate of
OHSAS18001 Both certificates are covering on the company management systems, Ream oil terminal and into plane services at Phnom Penh and Siem Reap International
airports
Throughout the years, PTTCL has remained strongly committed to the development of the various programs, such as TPM&5S for supporting and sustainable development in
order to continue attaining the Company's goal and objective.
In addition to this latest achievement, SAP System is on-going embellishment with PTTCL to share across the entire
PTT Group, and deeply embedding in the organizations culture and business process.
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